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1055 ROLLBAG™

The 1055 tabletop rollbagger makes bag filling and sealing quick, easy and 
economical.  This bagger is compact, easy to use and utilizes convenient 
Rollbags™ (pre-opened bags-on-a-roll).

The 1055 Rollbag™ assists with bag loading, making your operator’s job easier  
and more efficient. Bags are advanced through the horizontal,  pneumatically  
powered, impulse seal jaws.  This self-contained packaging system provides a 
safe, consistent, impulse sealing system and allows operators to be productive 
with minimal training. The adjustable bag support allows the operator to use 
both hands to insure straight, smooth seals. Once the bag is loaded and the 
seal is completed, the operator manually advances the next bag into the fill 
position while simultaneously tearing off the previously sealed bag.

The 1055 offers the ability to create “strip packaging” or a chain of connected  
bags with tear perforations between them. 

Capable of strip packaging

1055 ROLLBAG™
Bagging sysTems

 smooth, consistent seals Rollbags™  
pre-opened bags-on-a-roll

sPeCifiCaTiOns      
Bag Width 2” – 12”  (5cm – 30cm)

Bag Length 2” – 12”  (5cm – 30cm)

Dimensions 20”D x 18”W x 24”H  (51cm x 45cm x 61cm)

seal Width 12”  (30cm)

electrical 120V, 5 amp

air 50 psi @ 1 cfm (3.5 bar @ 28.2 l/m)

shipping Weight 75 lbs  (35 kg)

feaTURes & BenefiTs

OPTiOns & aCCessORies

adjustable loading shelf y
adjustable sealing/dwell controls provide precise heating and  y
cooling timing for producing high quality seals
electric footswitch activates sealer allowing hands to be free to  y
insure smooth seals and rapid advance and separation
Cycle counter keeps track of producton count y
Portable, compact tabletop design y
allows production of “chain bags” or “strip packaging” y

stainless steel accumulating top with   y

adjustable funnel

air expellers (bag deflator) y

multi-roll adapter y

adjustable height stand y

spare parts kit y

220V option y
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